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ABSTRACT
Exploitable memory errors are pervasive due to the widespread
use of unsafe programming languages, such as C and C++. De-
spite much research, techniques for detecting memory errors at
runtime have seen limited adoption due to high performance over-
head, incomplete memory safety, or non-trivial microarchitectural
changes.

This paper describes Guard Lines, a hardware / software memory
error detector that detects common types of spatial and temporal
memory errors at runtime without imposing a significant perfor-
mance penalty (on average only 4%). Guard Lines provides mem-
ory safety by defining certain regions of memory as inaccessible
“guards,” which are created in software during memory allocation.
If a program ever accesses guarded memory, the hardware raises
an exception indicating a memory safety violation. Guard Lines
requires minimal microarchitectural changes, and it uses a novel
metadata design to efficiently track the guard locations. This pa-
per describes the design, implementation, security analysis, and
performance evaluation of Guard Lines and demonstrates its feasi-
bility to protect real-world applications against exploitable memory
vulnerabilities.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Software and application security;
Hardware security implementation; • Software and its engi-
neering→ Software testing and debugging; • Computer systems
organization→ Architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Memory errors are pervasive due to the ongoing use of unsafe
languages, such as C and C++, in the implementation of operat-
ing systems (OSes), applications, and even language runtimes. C
and its immediate descendants emphasize a uniform approach to
handling strings and arrays in terms of pointers, which compli-
cates efficient optimizations due to the difficulty of determining the
objects being referenced [26]. More importantly, C places the bur-
den of memory management on the programmer, with no explicit
support for bounds-checking pointer references and supporting
dynamically-allocated storage only by library routines.

Despite these issues, C remains one of the most popular pro-
gramming languages due to its limited abstractions of hardware
and high performance compared to other languages, as well as the
enormous investment in legacy C-based software. Consequently,
memory errors remain prevalent with buffer overflows perenni-
ally topping the lists of most dangerous software errors.1 Lack of
memory safety is estimated to cost billions of dollars annually in
damages and lost revenue. Eliminating memory errors would have
an enormous impact on cybersecurity because stack and heap er-
rors account for only 50% of reported vulnerabilities but 90% of
exploited vulnerabilities [36]. Moreover, large-scale malware infec-
tions are often based on exploit toolkits where 63% of exploits stem
from memory errors [36].

Given the importance of memory safety, academic research and
commercial products have sought to address this issue, but most
have seen limited success: they raise the difficulty of attacks for
a short period, but adversaries quickly adopt more sophisticated
techniques, which commonly use memory corruption as the initial

1CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors: https://www.sans.org/top25-
software-errors/
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path to compromise. Defensive techniques are hamstrung by two
issues: a requirement to support legacy code bases written in unsafe
languages and an unwillingness to accept decreased performance
in exchange for improved security. The adoption of defensive tech-
niques often dictates a performance impact less than 5–10% [34].
Consequently, this paper introduces Guard Lines, a novel approach
to prevent common types of memory errors with low performance
overhead and support for legacy applications.

Guard Lines detects memory errors through the use of “guards,”
which are placed around allocated objects and inside deallocated ob-
jects. The CPU checks these guards on each memory access, raising
an exception to the OS if the accessed region of memory is guarded.
Using Guard Lines only requires programs to be recompiled to
insert instructions to add guards for statically-allocated variables
and stack frames; linking against a runtime library for dynamically-
allocated memory protects variables on the heap. The Guard Lines
design detects linear memory corruption and use-after-free errors
with minimal space and time overhead.

The major contributions of Guard Lines are as follows:
• Guard Lines does not require code changes to existing soft-
ware. Protection for statically-allocated variables and stack
frames only requires recompilation. Heap protection works
with existing dynamically-linked binaries.

• Guard Lines uses minor hardware extensions to minimize
its performance overhead. Guard Lines’s metadata design
allowsmetadata to be checked in parallel with everymemory
access, which is essential for good performance.

• Guard Lines protects against real-world memory vulnerabil-
ities such as Heartbleed.

• Preliminary results indicate that Guard Lines’s performance
impact is acceptable—approximately 4% for the benchmarks
used in our evaluation.

The design of Guard Lines is flexible, supporting the implementation
of eXecute only Memory (XOM) [19] and hiding code pointers
without requiring trampolines [10, 11] or pointer mangling [24].
In conjunction with code diversification, these protections can
prevent code reuse attacks, including just-in-time return-oriented
programming (ROP) (JIT-ROP), without directly modifying code
pointers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background material and reviews existing commercial
attempts to address memory safety. Section 3 describes the design
and implementation of Guard Lines. We provide a detailed security
analysis of Guard Lines in Section 4. Section 5 provides an evalua-
tion of the Guard Lines concept. Section 6 discusses related work,
focusing on similar approaches and academic research. Finally, we
conclude in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND
The security implications of memory corruption were recognized
no later than 1972 [1]. Nevertheless, hardware at the time was too
slow to enforce memory safety, particularly at the granularity of in-
dividual objects, so memory safety in C was left to the programmer,
and memory safety violations proliferated. Since the Morris Worm
in 1988, memory errors, such as buffer overflow and use-after-free
vulnerabilities, have been the root cause of countless cyberattacks.

Memory safety is the restriction of memory accesses to prevent
memory corruption due to software faults, which are defects or
flaws in a software component. Memory safety provides the follow-
ing guarantees [4, 15, 40]:

• a program never reads uninitialized memory,
• a program does not invoke any illegal heap operations (e.g.,
invalid or double frees),

• a program does not access freed memory (e.g., through dan-
gling pointers), and

• a program does not dereference pointers to addresses not as-
sociated with the referenced variable (e.g., buffer overflows).

Amemory error is any access to an object using a pointer expression
different from the one that is intended [35]. There are two types of
memory errors: spatial violations, which are accesses outside the
bounds of the intended object, and temporal violations, which are
accesses to an unallocated or deallocated object.

Software developers and hardware vendors have attempted to
address memory errors using a variety of techniques, including
new programming languages, middleware, and hardware technolo-
gies. While some solutions offer perfect memory safety and others
make corruption—and subsequent exploitation—more difficult, no
solutions satisfy the requirements for both perfect memory safety
and high performance for legacy code bases. The remainder of this
section describes these existing solutions in more detail.

2.1 Programming Languages
Programming languages like Ada and Java enforce memory safety
with bounds checks on all memory accesses and automatic memory
management. Other languages like Rust do not allow null pointers
or dangling pointers in safe code; the compiler ensures that all
accesses to such memory are safe. None of these languages has
replaced unsafe languages, such as C and C++, because their mem-
ory safety features typically decrease performance, the language
itself may be unsuited to low-level systems programming, and vast
amounts of legacy code are already written in unsafe languages.

2.2 Software Technologies
Stack and heap canaries are a runtime technique to prevent buffer
overflows. A canary [9] is an unpredictable, dynamically-generated
value inserted at the end of a buffer. At key points during execution,
such as when returning from a function or using a heap-allocated
object, the canary value is checked against a shadow copy. If the
canary has changed, then the application is considered corrupted.
Canaries have limited value because they can be defeated with
information disclosure vulnerabilities, they provide no protection
against read-based buffer overflows, and they are often disabled
because of their performance overhead.

Other software solutions to mitigate the effects of memory cor-
ruption includeMicrosoft’s EnhancedMitigation Experience Toolkit
(EMET) and Control Flow Guard. EMET uses dynamic binary in-
strumentation (DBI) to add checks on critical function calls (e.g.,
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VirtualProtect) to detect conditions that are similar to ROP at-
tacks.2 Control Flow Guard is a compile-time instrumentation tech-
nique that adds checks to indirect calls to constrain the attacker to
valid transitions in a program’s control flow graph as defined by
the compiler. Unfortunately, both techniques can be subverted by
attackers through memory errors (e.g., Control Flow Bending [7]).

Tools like Purify [14] and Valgrind Memcheck [29] use DBI to
monitor all memory accesses and detect memory corruptions. These
tools suffer from high performance overhead (increasing runtime
by factors of 5-110 and 9–130 respectively [22]) due to the frequency
of instructions that access memory.

2.3 Hardware Changes
Restrictions on executable memory (e.g., the No-eXecute bit (NX
bit) and Write XOR Execute (WˆX)), make it more difficult for at-
tackers to inject executable code directly into a vulnerable program.
Nevertheless, attackers can bypass these protections using code
reuse attacks (e.g., ROP [30] and related techniques [6–8, 13, 27])
to call a memory protection function in the OS. Ultimately, as long
as attackers can corrupt memory, they can cleverly manipulate the
system and bypass defenses.

The most successful memory safety enforcement in hardware
is the guard page, which provides extremely coarse-grained buffer
overflow protection by marking virtual pages as “not present” in
between certain data structures. Linux places a guard page between
each process’s stack and heap, and the OpenBSD memory allocator
places a guard page after all allocations larger than 2 kilobytes.
Guard pages are unsuitable for protecting smaller objects because
they waste enormous amounts of physical memory due to padding.

Fine-grained memory corruption detection and prevention is
even less widely used. The original x86 architecture had a BOUND

instruction that checked the upper and lower bounds of a pointer,
but it was not widely used by C compilers due to high overhead, and
it was removed from the x86-64 specification. Intel re-introduced
bounded pointers with the Memory Protection Extensions (MPX),
but the performance overhead averages 50% [23], and this capability
is not currently used by any major software applications.

Silicon Secured Memory (SSM) in the SPARC architecture uses
memory tagging to associate tag numbers with every pointer and
cache line. The hardware verifies that the two tags match for every
memory access. SSM detects common spatial and temporal safety
memory errors with low performance overhead, but SPARC’s small
market share limits its impact.

3 GUARD LINES
Guard Lines detects memory errors by marking certain memory
locations as inaccessible “guards.” Guards are placed outside of
allocated objects and inside deallocated objects, so common types of
memory errors (e.g., linear buffer overflow and use-after-free errors)
always read or write to a guard. The hardware immediately detects
any access to a guard location and raises an exception, stopping the
program before it can be exploited. Guard Lines supports testing to
detect memory access faults prior to the release of software as well

2A ROP attack [30] constructs sequences of instructions, or “gadgets,” from the pro-
gram’s code and executes these gadgets to turn the program’s original code into an
interpreter capable of arbitrary computation.

// Allocate a 10-byte buffer.
char * buffer = malloc(10);
// Get a string from user input.
char * name = promptUserForName();
// Copy input string into buffer.
strcpy(buffer, name);
// Release the memory used by the buffer.
free(buffer);

Figure 1: An example of unsafe code. If the input string (i.e.,
the user’s name) exceeds the size of the buffer, then it over-
writes adjacent memory.

Figure 2: Example guard locations. Allocation places guards
before and after the object to prevent overflow. Deallocation
guards the entire object to prevent use-after-free.

as operational use in deployed systems to prevent memory exploits,
including zero-day attacks.

The example program in Figure 1 contains a potential memory
error: if the user-provided string is longer than 10 characters, then
the copy to buffer overflows. Guard Lines inserts a guard at the end
of the buffer as shown in Figure 2, so when the overflow attempts
to write to the guard, an exception is raised and the program is
halted.

Guard Lines is simple to use with existing software. Figure 3
depicts the workflow for Guard Lines which involves (1) recom-
piling the software to protect data on the stack, (2) linking to a
custom memory allocation library to protect data on the heap, and
(3) executing the recompiled software on a system with hardware
and OS support for Guard Lines. We briefly describe these steps in
the following paragraphs.

Building on our prior example, the sample program (Figure 1) is
recompiled by a compiler with Guard Lines support. The compiler
inserts instructions to create and remove guards during program
execution to protect statically-allocated variables (e.g., name), in-
cluding global variables, and stack frames. The compiled program
links to a runtime library that uses guards to protect dynamically-
allocatedmemory (e.g., buffer) on the heap. Using both the compiler
instrumentation and the runtime library provides the best protec-
tion, using just one only provides partial protection, and using
neither provides no protection beyond that offered by the original
platform.

In addition to compiler support, Guard Lines requires support
from both hardware and the OS. Guard Lines extends the instruction
set architecture (ISA) to add the custom instructions that create
and remove guards, and it extends the virtual memory system to
add the metadata that defines guards. The CPU checks the guards
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Figure 3: Guard Lines workflow. Source code is recompiled
for stack protection, and an instrumented memory alloca-
tor provides heap protection. The CPU checks for memory
errors, and the OS is responsible for handling runtime ex-
ceptions.

in parallel on each memory access, and if an accessed region is
guarded, the CPU raises an exception to the OS, which handles
the exception by terminating the program or recovering from the
memory error.

Guard Lines systems are compatible with non-Guard Lines soft-
ware, allowing continued use of legacy applications. Even if the
CPU and OS support Guard Lines, guards will not be set when run-
ning software that has not been compiled to use these protection
mechanisms; the program executes normally, even if it contains
memory safety violations.

The remainder of this section provides further details about the
design of Guard Lines, describing the changes required to the CPU,
OS, and compiler in turn.

3.1 CPU
Hardware changes to the CPU center around the metadata required
to track guards and the new instructions to manipulate that meta-
data. We focus on the design of the metadata because it is critical
to Guard Lines’s efficiency.

3.1.1 Metadata. Guard Lines requires metadata to track inacces-
sible regions of memory (i.e., guards). Performance dictates that
accessing this metadata causes minimal extra memory reads, which
are a major cause of poor performance in other shadow memory
schemes. This is accomplished by placing all metadata in the same
cache lines as regular data.

A two-level metadata structure defines the guard locations. The
first level, located in the page table, indicates which cache lines in a
page contain guard metadata. The second level, located in the cache
line, indicates which bytes in the cache line are inaccessible. The
following paragraphs describe the design of both levels in more
detail.

The top-level metadata is the guard line mask (GLM), which is
added to every page table entry (PTE) as shown in Figure 4. Each
GLM is associated with a single page, and each bit in the GLM
corresponds to a single cache line in that page. A set bit in the
GLM indicates that the cache line contains additional metadata

Figure 4: Guard Lines modifications to a page table entry on
a 64-bit architecture. The guard linemask (GLM) doubles the
size of the page table entry (PTE) from 8 bytes to 16 bytes.

Figure 5: If a cache line contains guards, then the last 8 bytes
of the cache line are used for the guard byte mask (GBM).

Figure 6: A partially guarded cache line shown in a two-
dimensional representation. The last 8 bytes are the guard
bytemask (GBM). Bits set in the GBMdefine guard locations
in the first 56 bytes. The last 8 bits of the GBM are reserved.

specifying the guarded bytes in that line. For a standard-sized 4096-
byte page containing 64 64-byte cache lines, the GLM is 64 bits.3
When there is a page fault, the PTE and GLM are loaded together
from the same cache line and cached together in the translation
lookaside buffer (TLB). In a multi-level page table, only the GLM in
the last table is used, and GLMs in higher level PTEs are ignored if
present.

When accessing virtual memory, the memory management unit
(MMU) retrieves both the PTE and the GLM from the TLB or page
table. It uses the PTE for address translation, and it checks the GLM
to see if the accessed cache line contains guards.

When a bit is set in the GLM, the corresponding cache line
contains additional metadata called the guard byte mask (GBM),

3The design of Guard Lines is compatible with larger page sizes (e.g., 2 MB pages), but
size of the GLM must increase to accommodate the larger page size. Guarded objects
may reside in any size page.
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Figure 7: Hardware Modifications.

shown in Figures 5 and 6. The GBM is 64 bits and located at the end
of the 64-byte cache line. The first 56 bits of the GBM correspond
to the first 56 bytes in the cache line. If any of the GBM bits are set,
then the corresponding bytes are guard bytes. The CPU raises an
exception if a guard byte or the GBM is ever accessed by a load or
store instruction. The last 8 bits of the GBM are currently ignored
and reserved for future extensions of Guard Lines.

3.1.2 Instruction Set. Guard Lines requires new instructions to
modify the protected metadata in the GLM and GBM. The following
instructions efficiently set and clear bits in the metadata to create
and remove guards:
GB_OR addr, mask Creates guard bytes in a cache line. Each set bit

in the mask corresponds to a guarded byte. If the cache line
is not already a guard line, it sets the bit in the GLM and
initializes the GBM with the mask value. Otherwise, it ORs
the GBM with the mask.

GB_NAND addr, mask Removes guard bytes in a cache line. Each set
bit in the mask corresponds to a byte that should no longer
be guarded. It NANDs the GBM with the mask.

GB_QUERY addr, dest Checks for guard bytes in a cache line and
places a bitmask of the guard locations into a register.

GL_NAND addr, mask Removes all guards from select cache lines in
a page. Each set bit in the mask corresponds to a cache line
that should no longer be guarded. It NANDs the GLM with the
mask.

These instructions only modify the GLM and GBM. Guarding or
unguarding a byte does not affect that byte’s contents. The unguard-
ing instructions (GB_NAND and GL_NAND) raise an exception if they
are used at a location that is not guarded.

The new instructions are straightforward to implement. Reading
or writing the GBM is equivalent to a regular load or store because
the GBM address is easily calculated from the operand address.
GLM writes must be implemented in the TLB and page table walker
(PTW) because the GLM is part of the PTE.

3.1.3 Other Changes. Figure 7 shows how Guard Lines modifies
the virtual memory and cache hardware to store metadata and
enforce guards.

Placing the GLM in the PTE increases the PTE size, which re-
quires modifications to the PTW and the TLB. The PTE size is
doubled, so the page table size is also doubled, while the number of
PTEs in each page table stays the same. Every PTE load also caches
the GLM for that page in an expanded TLB.

The cache checks the guard metadata in parallel with each load
or store operation. If any of the accessed bytes are guarded (i.e.,
if the corresponding metadata bits in the GLM and GBM are set),
then the CPU raises an exception. If a violation occurs as a result of
a speculatively executed instruction (e.g., in a Spectre attack [17]),
then the CPU must prevent the memory access without raising an
exception.

3.2 OS
The OS is responsible for creating and managing page tables, so
it must increase the PTE size to include the new GLM field. The
OS also handles Guard Lines exceptions raised by the CPU by
terminating the program or recovering from the memory error.

Runtime Allocator. The runtime memory allocator (e.g., the C stan-
dard library) uses guards to protect dynamically allocated memory.
Allocation functions place boundary guards before and after each
allocation to prevent overflow. Deallocation functions remove the
boundary guards then guard the entire deallocated region to pre-
vent use-after-free. The allocator eventually removes these guards
when it reallocates the memory. Once the guards are removed, use-
after-free errors are undetectable, so reallocation should be delayed
as much as possible. In the sample program (Figure 1), buffer is
dynamically allocated with malloc and deallocated with free, which
place guards as shown in Figure 2.

It is also possible to guard memory before it is first allocated
to prevent uninitialized use errors. However, this is not practical
because completely guarding large memory regions requires one
write for each cache line to set the GBMs.

3.3 Compiler
The compiler protects globals and stack variables by surrounding
them with guards. It adjusts the memory layout so there is at least
one unused byte between adjacent variables and so there is room
for the GBM in cache lines that contain guards.

The compiler inserts instructions in the program to manage
these guards at runtime. The program creates guards around global
variables at start-up and removes them when the program termi-
nates. Guards on the stack are created and removed when calling
and returning from a function. In the sample program (Figure 1),
the pointers to buffer and name are stack variables, so the compiler
guards both of them.

Alternatively, the compiler can use “guard canaries” to protect
entire stack frames rather than individual objects. Guard canaries
serve the same purpose as conventional stack canaries [9] but
have several advantages. Regular stack canaries can only detect if
the canary value is modified, they do not alert until the canary is
checked, and they can even be bypassed if an attacker knows their
value and correctly overwrites them. Guard canaries, however, alert
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immediately if they are read or overwritten. Guard canaries are
easier to implement than protection for individual objects and have
better performance in some cases, but they do not detect overflow
between objects in the same stack frame.

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS
Guard Lines defends against exploitable memory vulnerabilities.
We assume that the attacker is aware of these vulnerabilities and
is able to exploit them in unprotected software (e.g., by providing
malicious input to the program). This section defines a formal
adversarial model, describes how Guard Lines prevents memory
errors, and identifies limitations of this approach.

Adversarial Model Following prior work [27, 30, 33], we define
an attack as having two steps:

(1) exploit a vulnerability to subvert the program’s normal con-
trol flow and

(2) execute arbitrary computation to cause the program to ac-
complish the attacker’s purpose.

Memory safety is primarily concerned with the first stage of the
attack—that is, altering the program’s intended control flow. To
do so, attacks typically rely on the ability to write arbitrarily to
memory at least once during the program’s execution [7, 33].

Clearly the absence of memory errors or, more generally, perfect
memory safety precludes such attacks. As stated in Section 2, perfect
memory safety provides the following guarantees [4, 15, 40]:

• a program never reads uninitialized memory,
• a program does not invoke any illegal heap operations (e.g.,
invalid or double frees),

• a program does not make any accesses to freed memory (e.g.,
through dangling pointers), and

• a program does not dereference pointers to addresses not as-
sociated with the referenced variable (e.g., buffer overflows).

Guard Lines approximates perfect memory safety by addressing
the last 2 guarantees. It prevents linear spatial access violations and
temporal violations to previously-freed memory. We describe both
in more detail in the following paragraphs and provide a real-world
case study of Guard Lines’s effectiveness in Section 5.

Programs with full Guard Lines protection have guards at the
boundaries of all local, global, and dynamically-allocated variables.
Recently deallocated regions are also guarded, and guard canaries
protect stack frame boundaries.

A buffer overflow vulnerability, like in Figure 1, allows an at-
tacker to write past the end of a buffer and overwrite sensitive
data such as return pointers to hijack the program. Guard Lines
prevents buffer overflow exploits because it is impossible to write
linearly past a buffer boundary without accessing a guard. When
the overflow tries to access the byte immediately before or after the
buffer, Guard Lines detects the violation and prevents the attack.

A dangling pointer vulnerability, a type of use-after-free vulner-
ability, allows an attacker to modify a freed object that the program
continues to use. For example, if a program frees a dynamically-
allocated object but later calls one of its methods, the attacker can
modify the freed object to overwrite its function table and hijack
the program. Guard Lines prevents dangling pointer use by guard-
ing recently freed objects. Once an object is guarded, the program

can no longer call its methods, and the attacker cannot overwrite
its function table.

4.1 Limitations
Guard Lines does not detect non-linear buffer overflows to valid
locations outside a guarded buffer because these accesses skip over
the guards placed around buffers. This is particularly problematic
for globals and stack variables, which are usually allocated close to-
gether in a predictable order with small guards between them. One
possible mitigation is to use random allocation (e.g., DieHard [4])
for all buffer objects to make successful non-linear overflows un-
likely. Another option is to add software bounds checks wherever
Guard Lines alone is insufficient. The compiler could perform either
of these mitigations automatically.

In addition, Guard Lines does not detect use-after-free exploita-
tions if the memory has been reallocated. Reallocating previously
freed memory clears all the guards in the new allocation, so point-
ers that still exist from previous allocations in the same region can
be reused. This issue can be mitigated with randomized allocation
and less heap reuse. For example, the runtime allocator may not re-
allocate memory until after a number of additional allocations [14];
coupled with a randomized allocation strategy, it would be very
difficult for an adversary to reliably overwrite an existing object’s
function pointers to redirect control flow.

Finally, Guard Lines does not detect intra-object overflow. While
it is possible to place guards inside an object (a struct in C), prior
experience indicates that such protections must be suppressible
because some C programs assume such data is contiguous [14].

4.2 Metadata Protection
The Guard Lines metadata must be protected, otherwise an attacker
could potentially clear every guard before causing a memory cor-
ruption. GBMs are always guarded, so accessing one without using
a Guard Lines instruction raises an exception. Although the GLMs
are not guarded, they are inaccessible to user programs because
they are located in the page table, which is protected by the OS. The
OS’s normal memory protection mechanisms protect a program’s
metadata from being accessed by other programs.

Any user program can use Guard Lines instructions to modify its
own guard metadata, so an attacker that gains control of a program
can unguard memory to set up the next stage of the attack. The
unguarding instructions make this more difficult by raising an
exception if the attacker tries to remove guards that do not exist.
Nevertheless, Guard Lines is primarily concerned with stopping
the first stage of an attack, when attackers are unable to arbitrarily
execute unguarding instructions.

5 EVALUATION
We evaluate Guard Lines by (1) testing its ability to detect memory
errors in a case study of the Heartbleed bug and (2) assessing its
performance overhead using the PARSEC benchmark suite.

5.1 Implementations
We implemented Guard Lines in the x86-64 and RISC-V [39] archi-
tectures. We modified Quick Emulator (QEMU) [3] to emulate a
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(a) Unprotected heartbeat request

(b) Protected heartbeat request

Figure 8: (a) The request is placed inside of an oversized
buffer. Data outside of the buffer can be read. (b) Guards
are placed around the oversized buffer. Data outside of the
buffer is protected.

CPU with Guard Lines extensions for x86-64. A custom runtime li-
brary wraps the libc allocation functions to provide heap protection,
while a modified Clang / Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) [18]
compiler uses guard canaries to protect stack frames. For RISC-V,
we prototyped Guard Lines in actual hardware using the Rocket
CPU core [2]. We doubled the page table size in the RISC-V Linux
kernel to support the GLM and modified the Newlib runtime library
to provide heap protection. We did not add stack protection to the
RISC-V compiler.

These Guard Lines implementations were straightforward and
did not require extensive changes, as expected from the lightweight
design. For example, the changes to the page table in RISC-V Linux
only affect 15 lines of code.

5.2 Case Study: Heartbleed
The Heartbleed bug was a serious vulnerability in OpenSSL’s trans-
port layer security (TLS) heartbeat implementation that enabled
attackers to remotely read protected server memory like user pass-
words and secret keys [38]. In this case study, we demonstrate how
Guard Lines protections can defeat Heartbleed attacks.

The heartbeat protocol allows machines to remain in contact
with each other by sending “heartbeat” messages. Clients send
heartbeat requests containing a payload message and a message
length value, and servers respond with the same message. If the
provided message length is larger than the actual message, the
request is invalid, and the server should not respond.

Servers vulnerable to Heartbleed copy the request message into
the response without verifying that the provided message length
matches the actual message size. AHeartbleed attack uses an invalid
request to cause a buffer overflowwhich copies potentially sensitive
data into the response.

Guard Lines prevents the most serious Heartbleed attacks, but
it does not prevent every overflow because of OpenSSL’s unusual
memory management strategies. The compiler and runtime library
automatically guard every allocation, but OpenSSL uses a custom
internal memory allocator that places some objects in oversized
allocations. As a result, some Heartbleed attacks effectively only
cause intra-object overflows, which are not detected. In this case,
the attack may leak data from other users’ previous requests, but it
cannot leak more sensitive data like private keys.

When an OpenSSL server receives a heartbeat request, it places
the request in an oversized 16-kilobyte buffer, as shown in Fig-
ure 8 (a). Next, the server copies the request message into the
response. If the provided message length is larger than the actual
message length, then it overflows the request message and begins
reading the data that follows it in memory, with a maximum read
size of 64 kilobytes.

A successful Heartbleed attack must overflow the larger request
buffer in order to leak sensitive data in memory. Guard Lines pre-
vents this overflow by placing guards around the oversized buffer as
shown in Figure 8 (b). The overflow accesses the guard, triggering
an exception that stops the server before it sends the response, so
no sensitive data is released.

Programs that allocate every object individually get full Guard
Lines protections with no code changes, while programs that vio-
late this rule, such as OpenSSL, only receive partial protections.4
OpenSSL could eliminate the effective intra-object overflow by us-
ing allocations of the correct size or placing guards inside of the
oversized allocations.

We demonstrated this case study on both the RISC-V CPU and
the x86-64 emulator and showed that Guard Lines defeats Heart-
bleed attacks.

5.3 Benchmarks
To assess the software performance overhead of Guard Lines, we
used the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite [5]. Amodified Clang / LLVM
compiler inserts guard canaries to protect stack frames, but does
not protect individual local variables. A custom runtime library
wraps the libc allocation functions using LD_PRELOAD to guard every
allocation and every deallocated region in the heap.

We did not benchmark either of the full Guard Lines implemen-
tations because the x86-64 QEMU version is not reflective of actual
hardware, and the RISC-V version has limited compatibility with
available benchmark suites. Instead, we used stock x86-64 hard-
ware, with all custom Guard Lines instructions in the compiler and
runtime library replaced with store instructions. We expect that
the performance overhead due to hardware is small relative to the
software overhead, so these benchmarks roughly approximate the
overall performance overhead for Guard Lines. These assumptions
are discussed further in Section 5.4.

The benchmarks were all compiled with Clang version 3.6.2 and
runwith the PARSEC native input set.We did not use facesim, ferret,
freqmine, raytrace, and x264 in our evaluation: facesim and raytrace
would not compile using Clang 3.6.2, and AddressSanitizer did not
work correctly with ferret, freqmine, and x264, which precluded
comparison using these programs. To evaluate the performance of
Guard Lines we compared it against the following configurations:
Native Default settings with no additional protections
Stack Canaries Stack canaries only
Guard Lines Canaries Guard canaries only
Guard Lines Heap Guard Lines heap protection only
Guard Lines Full Guard canaries and heap protection

4Naturally, the applicability of Guard Lines heap protection depends upon the number
of programs that use standard allocation functions (e.g., malloc and free) instead
of providing their own replacements in a custom memory allocator. Our assumption
that most programs use standard allocation functions is consistent with other research
in this field (e.g., [4]).
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Table 1: Mean performance overhead for each configuration

Configuration Overhead (%)
Stack Canaries 0.1
Guard Lines Canaries 0.8
Guard Lines Heap 3.2
Guard Lines Full 4.1
AddressSanitizer [28] 35.8

AddressSanitizer AddressSanitizer [28] only
Figure 9 shows the benchmark results, and Table 1 lists the average
(weighted arithmetic mean [16]) overhead for each configuration.

Guard Lines Full has an average overhead of 4.1%. Most of this
is attributable to heap protection (3.2%), while guard canaries add
negligible overhead (0.8%). Guard Lines performs significantly bet-
ter than AddressSanitizer (averaging 35.8% overhead), with lower
overhead for every benchmark program. Stack canaries, on the
other hand, has the best performance with only a 0.1% overhead.
However, they offer the weakest security guarantees and are easily
defeated. Notably, Guard Lines satisfies the performance require-
ment for practical security techniques, an overhead of less than
5–10% [34].

Programs that make more allocations have higher overhead for
both Guard Lines and AddressSanitizer. canneal has the highest
overhead for Guard Lines (22%) because it makes millions of very
small allocations. This is close to a worst-case for Guard Lines
because of the high number of guard instructions and the amount of
memory reserved for guards. Programs that make fewer allocations,
such as blackscholes and dedup, have negligible overhead for Guard
Lines.

5.4 Discussion
Guard Lines minimizes overhead for metadata checks by placing all
metadata in the same cache lines as regular data. The GLM is in the
same cache line as the PTE, and the GBM is in the same cache line
as the guards that it defines. This extreme spatial locality means
that the hardware can access metadata with no additional memory
reads and check for guards in parallel with every memory access.

The added Guard Lines instructions introduce some overhead,
although this overhead is mitigated by the high spatial and tem-
poral locality with other memory accesses. One guard instruction
is required for each cache line when creating guards. Each heap
allocation requires just 1 or 2 guard instructions, but deallocations
require 1 guard instruction per cache line to set guards in the entire
freed region.

The added metadata increases memory usage and disperses data,
which can reduce performance. The page table size is doubled to
include the GLM, and the GBM requires 8 bytes at the end of the
cache line when it is present. GBMs could be present in every cache
line, so the maximum memory usage for GBMs is one-eighth of
a program’s memory. The actual memory usage depends on the
allocation pattern. There is 1 or 2 guarded cache lines per heap
allocation, which results in an overhead of one-eighth of memory
for small allocations and negligible overhead for large allocations.

The guard bytes themselves can also increase memory usage. At
least one unused byte must be present before and after each object.
In many cases, those unused bytes are already present because of
alignment padding, so there is no memory overhead. When not
enough padding is present, it is necessary to adjust the memory
layout to make room for guards or GBMs.

6 RELATEDWORK
Memory errors have been a serious security issue for decades, and
many solutions have been proposed to improve memory safety.
Section 2 reviews several existing commercial techniques. The fol-
lowing section discusses academic efforts that address this issue.

6.1 AddressSanitizer
AddressSanitizer [28] is the primary inspiration behind Guard Lines.
Both use inaccessible guards in memory (called “poisoned redzones”
in AddressSanitizer) to detect spatial and temporal memory errors.
Unlike Guard Lines, AddressSanitizer is implemented entirely in
software, using compile-time instrumentation (CTI) to create red-
zones and check them on each memory access. It stores its metadata
in a contiguous shadow memory region which maps to the entire
memory space. The instrumentation required to monitor mem-
ory accesses is on the order of 5–10 instructions at minimum, and
the metadata checks require additional memory accesses to load
the metadata from shadow memory. As a result, AddressSanitizer
suffers from significant performance overhead, with an average
slowdown of 73% and a 3x increase in memory usage [28], making
it more suitable for testing and debugging than for deployment.

Guard Lines, on the other hand, is designed to avoid these causes
of overhead. Metadata checks are performed by the hardware, and
the guard metadata is located near the guards to avoid extra mem-
ory reads. In addition, Guard Lines is more granular and does not
require as much memory for metadata—only an eighth of some
cache lines instead of an eighth of the entire virtual memory space.
With just 4% average overhead, Guard Lines could be used in de-
ployed systems. Furthermore, AddressSanitizer can only monitor
memory accesses in binaries compiled with AddressSanitizer in-
strumentation enabled. Guard Lines offers full heap protection for
existing dynamically-linked binaries, with additional stack protec-
tion available for recompiled code.

6.2 REST
Random Embedded Secret Tokens (REST) [32], like Guard Lines, is a
hardware technique used to implement AddressSanitizer’s memory
error detection algorithm with lower performance overhead. Both
REST and Guard Lines avoid shadow memory and maximize spatial
locality to reduce overhead for guard checks. Rather than external
metadata, REST uses thememory contents to determine if amemory
region is blacklisted. If a cache line’s contents match a secret token
value, then that cache line is a token, and any memory access
triggers an exception.

REST has beenmore extensively evaluated than Guard Lines, and
it currently has better performance (2% overhead compared to 4%),
but Guard Lines offers several advantages. REST is less granular,
with 64-byte tokens (16 bytes in an alternate design) compared to 1
byte in Guard Lines. This wastes significant memory for the tokens
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Figure 9: Mean performance overhead for 20 runs of each benchmark (lower is better). Error bars indicate the standard devia-
tion of the runs. The bottomgraph omits AddressSanitizer to highlight the overhead of the variousGuard Lines configurations.

themselves and for padding each allocation to the end of the cache
line. This padding can cause false negatives in REST that do not
occur in Guard Lines. There is also a small chance of false positives
in REST if memory contents in a program happen to match the
random secret token value. More critically, the design of Guard
Lines allows extensions to support additional use cases, such as
XOM.

6.3 Pointer Checking
Pointer checking is a class of techniques in which metadata, such as
an upper and lower bound, is associated with each pointer. Three
prominent hardware-based pointer checking technologies are Hard-
bound [12], Watchdog [20], and Intel MPX [23]. Watchdog provides
complete spatial and temporal memory safety, while Hardbound
and MPX just provide complete spatial protection. All three use
disjoint metadata stored in a shadow memory space.

Their performance varies:MPXhas 50% overhead on average [23],
Watchdog has 24% overhead [20], and Hardbound has just 5% over-
head [12]. A major cause of this overhead is the use of disjoint
metadata. Additional loads are required to retrieve metadata from
the shadow space. Shadow memory is also inefficient in terms of
storage because the entire address space is shadowed even if only
a small percentage of the address space stores pointers. This con-
tributes to a high memory overhead, as shown by Watchdog [20],
which has a 56% memory overhead. These approaches also require

extensive microarchitectural changes, i.e. adding caches for the
pointer metadata and injecting micro-ops to check and manage the
metadata. WatchdogLite [21], a variant of Watchdog, requires mini-
mal hardware changes, but as a result has more software complexity
and slightly worse performance thanWatchdog (29% overhead com-
pared to 24%).

6.4 Others
MemTracker [37] uses a programmable state transition table to
monitor accesses to memory addresses and has on average a 2.7%
performance overhead. However, it requires significant hardware
changes including new pipeline stages and a new cache for the
state metadata.

HeapMon [31] is a similar approach that uses a helper thread
to keep track of memory state and monitor for memory errors. It
detects heap memory bugs with good performance (5% average
overhead), but it also requires substantial hardware support (cache
extensions and communication queues).

SafeMem [25] uses error-correcting code (ECC) metadata in
DRAM to detect illegal memory accesses. No hardware changes are
required, but it only works at cache line granularity, and enabling
or disabling protection is fairly slow because it requires a write to
main memory.
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7 CONCLUSION
This paper describes Guard Lines, a hardware / software memory
error detector that eliminates common types of memory errors with
acceptable performance overhead (on average only 4%). Guard Lines
combines the hardwaremechanism and performance of guard pages
with the fine-grained redzone algorithm used by AddressSanitizer.
The novel design of the guard metadata maximizes the locality of
reference to avoid extra memory accesses for guard checks. Guard
Lines does not require extensive microarchitectural changes, and it
provides heap protection for legacy binaries without recompilation.

Guard Lines prevents many types of memory errors, but it does
not offer complete memory safety by itself. However, it is possible to
combine it with other technologies to improve its security guaran-
tees. For example, adding layout randomization or software bounds
checks approximates complete spatial memory safety. Though we
do not explore such extensions here, the design of Guard Lines is
also sufficiently flexible to support XOM and hiding code point-
ers, which, in combination with other techniques such as code
diversification, can prevent code reuse attacks.

Guard Lines can also be used as a general-purpose memory
tagging technique. The existing design can easily be extended to
support new policies by changing the meaning of the lower-level
metadata (the GBM). Potential applications include bounded point-
ers providing perfect memory safety, thread synchronization en-
forcement, multi-level security, and hints to the CPU to improve
prefetching and cache utilization.

With its simple design and low overhead, Guard Lines is viable
for use in production environments, where it would significantly
improve computer security. The combination of hardware and soft-
ware changes mean that widespread adoption would be a lengthy
process. Nevertheless, we believe that the ongoing risk posed by
memory errors warrants this investment.
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